
Filtration System for Purifying Water

Problem & Objectives

After gaining knowledge on ways to purify water, can we 

construct a filtration system that filters out harmful metals 

and bacteria in the water?

Data Analysis & Results

The homemade charcoal filter greatly reduced the 

number of harmful contaminants in the water, most 

noticeably for total hardness, ammonium chloride, fluoride, 

pH and total chlorine. Many of the other contaminants that 

were tested had negligible contaminant levels to begin with 

and had insignificant change after filtering. 

Project Design 

Construct a homemade charcoal filter using cheesecloth, 

activated charcoal, and a 2L bottle. Run the water through 

the filter 5 times and test the water with a purity test strip in 

between each run. 

Interpretation & Conclusion 

After testing, we determined if our filter was effective 

for filtering out harmful contaminants in the water. Overall 

the filter changed the water to the ideal drinking water level 

for 11 areas including: total hardness, bromine, residual 

chlorine, iron, copper, lead, nitrate, nitrite, total chlorine, 

total alkalinity and pH. In an emergency situation, our 

homemade filter would have performed sufficiently to stave 

off dehydration and the ill effects of a contaminated water 

source.



Many bacterias and heavy metals that are commonly found in natural bodies of water are harmful to 

drink. A common filtration technique, known as charcoal filtering, is proven to rid water of harmful 

contaminants. After constructing our homemade charcoal filter and experimenting, results showed 

that our charcoal filter reduced a number of harmful contaminants including Ammonium Chloride, 

Chlorine, and reduced high pH levels in multiple sources of water.

Intro



After gaining knowledge on ways to purify water, can we 

construct a filtration system that filters out harmful 

metals and bacteria in the water?

Question



If a filtration system, including the use of charcoal, 

is used to purify water then it will remove harmful 

metals and bacteria because charcoal is known to 

purify water. 

Hypothesis



Independent variable:

The Charcoal Filter

 Dependant variable:  

Purity of the Water

Controlled variables:

Amount of Water, Test Strips

Variables



➔ Colorado River water 

➔ Pond water

➔ Canal water 

➔ Pool water (chlorine) 

➔ Pool water (salt)

➔ 2 packages-Fluval UltraGrade Carbon from petsmart

➔ Cheese cloth, cut into two 17x17 inch rectangles, folded into a 6x6 square

➔ 1-2L bottle, empty

➔ 11-Solo cups

➔ 10-plastic water bottles, empty 

➔ 100- Drinking testing strips

Materials



1. Collect  ¼ gallon (2 plastic water bottles) of each sample    of water 
2. Cut the 2L bottle in half
3. Cut two pieces of cheesecloth into a 10 by 16 ½ rectangle and fold into a 6 by 6 square
4. Start building the filter by placing one piece of cheesecloth inside the bottle half with the nose
5. Run water through the two carbon bags until the water comes out clear and all the carbon is wet
6. Cut open the carpon bags and layer both on top of the cheese cloth 
7. Place the remaining square of cheesecloth on top of the carbon
8. Place the bottom half of the 2L bottle under the top so that the nose is in the bottom half

Procedures

Constructing the Filter



1. Using a test strip, test one source of water before running it through the filter
2. Run the water source through the filter
3. Collect “Sample 1” and test it with a test strip following the instructions included with them
4. Run “Sample 1” through the filter
5. Collect “Sample 2” and  test it with a test strip
6. Run “Sample 2” through the filter
7. Collect “Sample 3” and  test it with a test strip
8. Run “Sample 3” through the filter
9. Collect “Sample 4” and  test it with a test strip

10. Run “Sample 4” through the filter
11. Collect “Sample 5” and  test it with a test strip
12. Pour the water into 2 Solo cups
13. Repeat steps 8-18 for every source of water
14. Compare and analyze the results

Procedures

Testing the Filter



Results

➔ Some results had 
insignificant change from 
the original test

➔  The graphs shown had the 
most change from the 
original tests



The homemade charcoal filter greatly reduced the number of harmful contaminants in the water, most 

noticeably for total hardness, ammonium chloride, fluoride, pH and total chlorine. The total hardness from our 

samples were reduced from as much as 425 ppm to as low as 120 ppm after the fifth cycle. The amount of 

ammonium chloride for every water sample was reduced from 150 ppm to 100 ppm, which is just above the 

ideal range. Fluoride was reduced from as high as 50 ppm (the pond sample) to 0 ppm for every sample, which 

is the ideal range for the amount of fluoride in water. After filtering, the pH of the water samples were also 

brought into the ideal range between 6.4 and 8.2. The total chlorine in the water samples were also brought 

into the ideal range between 0 and 1 after filtering. This was specifically noticeable in our tests involving the 

chlorine pool sample. Many of the other contaminants that were tested had negligible contaminant levels to 

begin with and had insignificant change after filtering. 

After testing, we determined if our filter was effective for filtering out harmful contaminants in the 

water. The filter did get rid of most of the contaminants but some of the samples of water by the 5th cycle 

were still slightly high in ammonium chloride, fluoride, cyanuric acid, and low in carbonate. Overall the filter 

changed the water to the ideal drinking water level for 11 areas including: total hardness, bromine, residual 

chlorine, iron, copper, lead, nitrate, nitrite, total chlorine, total alkalinity and pH. This filter could be improved 

by running the samples of water through more cycles as well as increasing or decreasing the amount of 

activated carbon used in the filter. Still, in an emergency situation, our homemade filter would have performed 

sufficiently to stave off dehydration and the ill effects of a contaminated water source.

Conclusion
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